Sma3s: A universal tool for easy functional annotation of proteomes and transcriptomes.
The current cheapening of next-generation sequencing has led to an enormous growth in the number of sequenced genomes and transcriptomes, allowing wet labs to get the sequences from their organisms of study. To make the most of these data, one of the first things that should be done is the functional annotation of the protein-coding genes. But it used to be a slow and tedious step that can involve the characterization of thousands of sequences. Sma3s is an accurate computational tool for annotating proteins in an unattended way. Now, we have developed a completely new version, which includes functionalities that will be of utility for fundamental and applied science. Currently, the results provide functional categories such as biological processes, which become useful for both characterizing particular sequence datasets and comparing results from different projects. But one of the most important implemented innovations is that it has now low computational requirements, and the complete annotation of a simple proteome or transcriptome usually takes around 24 hours in a personal computer. Sma3s has been tested with a large amount of complete proteomes and transcriptomes, and it has demonstrated its potential in health science and other specific projects.